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Abstract. The adaptation architecture for Web information systems (WIS) is described, which ensures two levels of adaptation – coarse-grained adaptation for the organization level and fine-grained adaptation for the user level. The situation, when users can work with many instances of the system adapted for different organizations, is also supported. This paper describes in detail the user level adaptation and particularly the adaptation of the content according to user’s profile. Problems concerning data storage, integration and delivery to the user are discussed and solutions within this adaptation architecture are proposed.

1 Introduction

The requirements for Web applications stated in [1] include among others also customization possibility and dynamic adaptation of content structure.

In [2] it is defined that a Web-based Information System (WIS) is adaptive if it can personalize delivery of contents and services according to the context of the client. Personalization requires the adaptation of applications according to the preferences of the user and the context of the user [3].

Many architectures and approaches [2], [3], [4] exist for the WIS adaptation. One of the approaches is PAM (personalized access model) [3]. PAM allows performing different personalization scenarios, e.g. preference-based recommendation. In [2] an approach to the adaptation of the Web information system according to the context is presented. Authors of [4] present architecture for the personalized presentation layer of WIS to support navigation and different views on the presented data.

If we want to deliver to the user the most appropriate WIS, we should also consider approaches to the development of flexible and cost effective systems, e.g. Software product line approach (SPL) [5] or Software as a service (SaaS) approach [6].

SaaS is defined [6] as a “software deployed as a hosted service and accessed over the Internet”. SaaS services can be provided to organizations of different size to support business processes common for these organizations. The organizations subscribe to use the software and pay for the usage. The SaaS application is hosted on vendor’s servers.

SaaS applications can be provided at four different maturity levels [6], and one of them is multi-tenant single instance solution. The multi-tenancy means that users
from different organizations use the same application instance, but data are distinguished between tenants of the service.

In case of SaaS approach the user could be also a customer of more than one organization that uses the same SaaS approach based WIS. Architecture in case of multi-tenancy meets with problems how to create, update and deliver consistent data to the organizations and users.

Our architecture already proposed in [7] is based on SaaS ideas, it includes additional adaptation components. The two levels of adaptation are provided. Not only the organization, but also the users get their own adapted instance of the WIS. This paper describes in detail the detailed level adaptation and particularly the adaptation of the content. Problems concerning data storage, integration and delivery to the user are discussed and solutions within this architecture are proposed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the adaptation architecture of a Web Information System and describes two levels of adaptation. Section 3 describes how the integrated user interface that contains all user’s data is constructed. Section 4 ends the paper with conclusions.

2 WIS Adaptation Architecture

In our previous work [7] we proposed adaptation architecture of a Web Information System (WIS). This architecture could be used for organizations in the same business domain and with the same target user group. This architecture uses the ideas of SaaS, e.g. multi-tenancy. The architecture allows adapting the initial configuration of the WIS for each particular organization and moreover – for each particular user, and supports the integration of all functions and all user data from all WIS instances, which are used by the particular user.

Let us consider a sample case when the user is a user of WIS of two different organizations.

2.1 Architecture Components

The adaptation architecture for our sample case is shown on the Figure 1. This is a simplified schema of the architecture (not all detailed components are included). The whole description of the architecture is given in [7].

The adaptation architecture of a WIS has the following components:
1. Context monitor identifies the context properties,
2. Adaptation component identifies the initial configuration of WIS and performs its adaptation in two levels:
   Coarse level adaptation component finds out the function groups and functions that are accessible to the user from the configuration data according to the user’s organization and the usage context, e.g. entry point (defined by the link and login data). Organization level instances of WIS are created. The organization level instances of WIS for our sample case are depicted on the Figure 1 as WIS_1 and WIS_2.
Detailed level adaptation is based on the information stored in the user-describing profiles. The detailed adaptation consists of two steps: (i) navigation adaptation and (ii) detailed adaptation of content that integrates all user data from all WIS instances.

3. WIS data layer contains user-describing profiles that are used in both adaptation levels and the business data. Data is physically stored in one database instance, but it consists from virtual data stores owned by particular organizations.

![Adaptation architecture of WIS](image)

The profiles used in the proposed architecture are: configuration profile, organization profile, and user profile.

WIS configuration profile has classes Function group, Function, and Transition. The organization level profile describes the individual properties (e.g. local configuration, layout, etc.) essential for the organization level instance of the WIS. The elements of the model are Organization, Function access, Accessibility, and Layout. The user profile describes the affiliation of the user in the particular time period in one or more organizations using WIS and his access rights to functions and data. The elements of the user model are User, Affiliation, Table, and Row Access. The profile uses also the class Function from the configuration profile and the class Organization from the organization profile. Model diagrams of all three profiles are given in [7].

2.2 Two Levels of Adaptation

The problems discussed later in this paper are mainly connected with detailed adaptation of the WIS, but to give an insight into the whole process of adaptation levels and corresponding operations are given. The detailed description is given in [7].
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During the coarse level adaptation organization level instances are dynamically built. The adaptation operations of coarse level adaptation are following: the construction of initial configuration of WIS, the WIS adaptation in organization level, joining of instances of function groups, selection of allowed function groups, and adaptation of layout.

Afterwards the detailed level adaptation is performed based on the user profile. The detailed adaptation has two operations [7]: detailed adaptation of the navigation and detailed adaptation of the content.

The adaptation of the content corresponding to the particular user finds out his restrictions to the data, which are defined in user profile, for example, by using tables, their columns and filters for these columns. The WIS instance with the adapted navigation is supplemented with the content, which in default is defined by the data usage of the functions. During the adaptation of the content it is adjusted to the restrictions defined for the user.

As a result the user is returned an interface that integrates user’s functions and user’s data from all WIS instances of organizations where the user belongs to. In the next section the construction of the integrated user interface of the adapted WIS instance during the adaptation process is described in detail.

3 Construction of an Integrated User Interface

Let as consider a sample case when the user is a user of WIS of two different organizations. The interface of the adapted instance of WIS according to the results of adaptation in both levels (coarse level and detailed level) is shown on the Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. WIS function groups, functions and integrated user data.]

3.1 Components of the WIS User Interface

The WIS_user interface consists of following components:

1. Area of function groups (result of the organization level adaptation), in our sample case there are 3 function groups (see Figure 2). The function groups can be of two
types: (i) time-dependent function groups; (ii) static (time-independent) function groups. Both types of function groups are build during the WIS adaptation process:

• In the organization level adaptation of WIS it is detected that the particular user belongs to both organizations. From the WIS configuration profile it is determined, which function groups are defined for each organization. According to this, there can be different situations, when the particular function group is defined for both or one of the organizations. So, integrated instance $FG_{i\_org1\_org2}$ or instances of the function groups $FG_{i\_org1}$ or $FG_{i\_org2}$ are created.

• During the adaptation the time-dependent function group is dynamically built. In the configuration profile some functions could have actual_date_start and actual_date_end that determine when the function is topical for mostly all users of WIS (may be determined by the business conditions of the organizations). In this case the function is temporally excluded dynamically from the function group associated with it in the configuration profile.

• The actual function group is always shown first (function group $FG_1$, Figure 2) for the user. The functions area is composed from all actual functions from both organizations of the user.

2. Area of functions (result of the organization level adaptation and also detailed adaptation of WIS, e.g. navigation adaptation) in our sample case (see Figure 2) contains 4 functions; they are shown as a result of selection of function group $FG_2$ by the user.

• From the WIS configuration profile it is determined, which functions are defined for selected instance of function groups (e.g. $FG_{i\_org1\_org2}$, $FG_{i\_org1}$ or $FG_{i\_org2}$).

• Functions can be of two types – determinant functions and dependent functions. The determinant functions are functions that work with data that determines the data used by dependent functions. For example, a determinant function “Show study data of the user” has parameters: study program, study status, study start date, etc. But the dependent function in this case could be a function “Show the grades of the user”, which provides the information about grades of the user only for the study program chosen by the user in the determinant function.

3. The data area of the user (the result of detailed adaptation of WIS) in our sample case (see Figure 2) has two possible situations:

• In the case of determinant function (see Figure 2, function F2) the user can chose the data used as parameters in dependent functions. In Figure 2 it is depicted as $Org_1\_data$ and $Org_2\_data$. These data elements are provided to the user in the order how they are created in WIS. We can speak about an actual data element, which usually is the last created data element. In some cases the definition of the actual data element can be more complicated, e.g. see next section the definition of determining organization. This data is always data connected to the user, for example, study programs of the user in two universities. Let $Org_1\_data$ is the actual data element in our sample case.

• In the case of dependent function (see Figure 2, function F4) the content of the user data area consist of data that depend on the current data element ($Org_1\_data$ in our sample case) and is retrieved by the dependent function.
3.2 The Integration of User’s Data in the User’s Data Area

In previous section described sample case (see Figure 2), and also in all such applications of WIS adaptation architectures one of function groups is e.g. “Identity” and functions could be “Show image”, “Show personal data”.

We can speak about two types of data used by the functions that should be integrated and shown in corresponding data area. One type of data is the user-centric data that characterize the user as a person (e.g. identification information, address, education). These data could be entered by authorized users of one or other organization or by the user himself/herself, but this data is not connected with organizations’ business functions. The other type of data is created by user or about the user during execution of organizations’ business processes. For example, the student enrolls to the study courses or the lecturer enters the grades obtained by the student.

The integration problems arise in the case of the first type of data. The reason of the problems is the ownership of data, when the user is a customer of the organization (e.g. student of more than one university in the long time period or may be also simultaneously).

To explain the situation let we see a motivating example. The student studied in the University1. The student’s personal data was entered into the system by an authorized user. It seems that the University1 owns the student personal data (the possibility to enter and update data by user itself will be described later). The administrative staff has also documents that serve as a basis for entering users’ data e.g. copies of diplomas, application forms signed by user etc. After a period of time the student applies to the University2. If the documents provided to the administrative staff of University2 (e.g. application form) contain the information conflicting with data in the system, the problem arises how to manage the conflicting information. The problem is that one data element has different values for different organizations, concerning the same person, the same attributes, but gathered from different information sources, e.g. different documents provided by the same person.

The implementation of the WIS for the universities showed also that the option that the user manages the personal information himself/herself do not satisfy the administrative staff, because some users do not pay attention to the correctness and topicality of data, the others can create data that do not correspond to documents sent neither to one university, nor the other one.

Solutions that are used to store, update and provide consistent and integrated information to the user and to the organization are following:

- Business logic dependent statuses are used to determine the data ownership in the case of data that are common to all organizations.

This solution to store and change user data is used for limited set of attributes that is chosen before to start the WIS usage and is meant for the identification of the user, who appears in the WIS regardless his organization in the current time period. The set of attributes should be minimal but enough for identification and attributes that change their values rarely are recommended.

The Table 1 shows 2 examples of records with 4 attributes that describe the user; attribute Owner stores the information about the organization, which created or currently owns the record. Attribute Status is calculated using business rules, in the
simplest case it can be checked by a trigger that detects the values of some other attributes.

For example, if the user currently studies at the university U1 (the first record, Table 1), the status is ‘active’. In this case, if the student starts to work at other university U2, and the administrative staff at U2 wants to change the identification data of the user, they should to contact the owners of data (by phone, by WIS function that implements messages etc.).

If the user has studied at the university U2 (the second record, Table 1) and has finished his/her studies, the corresponding status of the record is ‘ended’. In this case, if the administrative staff wants change these attributes, they can do it without contacting the former owner and the attribute owner is set to ‘U2’.

Table 1. Data ownership examples for user identification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>Pers_code</th>
<th>Birth date</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linda</td>
<td>Liepina</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>16.08.1990</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>Tel.: 292929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andris</td>
<td>Berzins</td>
<td>67899</td>
<td>01.01.1989</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>ended</td>
<td>Tel.: 353535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Directly stored different records for the same attribute set for the each organization, if needed.

The attributes that can have different values for each organization are stored as organization-dependent records; the attribute Owner shows the organization that has created, can update and use the record. The Table 2 shows three records about education of one user, e.g. ‘Linda Liepina’ (See Table 1). The records 2 and 3 show the information about the same master level education, but for both organizations (owners of the records) the values of the attribute Doc_Date differ. The first record about the bachelor level education is needed only for the organization U2, so the second record about the bachelor level education is not created for organization U1.

Table 2. Data ownership examples for organization dependent records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Document No</th>
<th>Doc_Date</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>20.06.2008</td>
<td>U2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>22222</td>
<td>10.06.2010</td>
<td>U2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>22222</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>U1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• One of the organizations in the WIS architecture is always defined as a determinant one. This depends on the entry point to the system (defined by link and login information).

The determinant organization is used to change the actual data element in the user data area of determining function. By default the actual data element is set to the newest one. Sometimes the identification data of the user can indicate that the organization does not have more current obligations with the user (status=’ended’, see Table1). Despite the data element of determinant function is the newest one, the actual data element in this case is set to the newest data element owned by the determinant organization.
4 Conclusions

This approach to the WIS adaptation use two levels of adaptation – coarse-grained for the organization and fine-grained for the user. This architecture also supports the situation, when users can work with many instances of the system. The adapted WIS organization level instances are integrated into one instance for a particular user.

The multi-tenant and single physical instance ideas used in the architecture caused the problems concerning the data ownership. This paper provides some examples from real life implementations of WIS based on adaptation architectures that illustrate the discussed problems. The proposed solutions for the data storage, update and consistent and integrated delivery to the user within the adaptation architecture also are used in the implementations of the WIS.

The described architecture is implemented and is being used in two different WIS. One of them is used in the project, where 12 universities are using each an adapted instance of the system. The other implementation is used in the Road Safety Directorate and insurance companies for the car registration WIS. So, this architecture can be used in different business areas, but it is reasonable that the organizations would share the same set of users.
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